
Dear Jon Campo,
 
Below, please find our public comments in regards to the project to bring Hunt Camp Trail into the MCOSD network of official trails.
 
We support the work necessary to make Hunt Camp Trail an official ‘Hike/Bike’ status trail. Formalizing the trail will be consistent 
with Open Space policies, mission, and goals set forth in the RTMP. This trail has been used successfully for over 2 decades by the local 
community without conflict and with little environmental consequence. Formalizing its designation is the right thing to do and should 
not result in a significant increase of use, given the remote location and lack of formal trail heads.
 
We support keeping the trail as close to its current character as possible. Narrow, technical trails serve to slow riders down therefore are 
safer for sharing with other riders and with hikers and are more enjoyable to ride. There is currently a lack of narrow, challenging trails 
for mountain bikers in Open Space so it is important to this constituency that you do everything necessary to minimize the scope of 
work. We also implore you to work with mountain bikers who know how to build trails in this effort. The builders of Wagon Wheel Trail 
live in San Geronimo Valley and would be willing to volunteer their resources. If work is contracted out then we insist that the contrac-
tors have experience building hike/bike trails.
 
Mountain bikers have been drastically underrepresented in access to narrow bike legal trails throughout the Open Space. This is a step 
in the right direction but needs to be followed up with many more miles of trail being opened in the coming months and years.
 
We support the new section of trail proposed to route traffic back up to Manzanita Fire Road and onto the Contour Trail. This is in keep-
ing with policy SW.12 of the RTMP. We insist that this trail is a ‘hand built’ effort and no mechanical digging equipment is permitted in 
its construction.
 
The reduction of other trails in this area to 'package' this project is not necessary to lower the environmental score in the Giacomini 
Preserve when in fact, the work proposed for Hunter's Camp Trail will lower the environmental score on its own. Surface hardening, 
re-routing of fall line sections, creating dry crossings over creeks, all serve to lower the environmental score, therefor no other projects 
need to be paired with Hunter's Camp to comply with the RTMP.
 
The decommission plan will have an unintended consequence, concentrating use on fewer trails, thereby increasing the density of users, 
and potentially raising the environmental score in Region 2 and increasing the chances of conflict whereby too many users are concen-
trated into too few trails or concentrated onto fire roads.
 
In particular, Road ID 2552 is a flat and short social trail that does not have negative environmental consequence. It provides hikers/
bikers with a fun and safe alternative to the fire road, in fact avoiding a seasonal mud pit. Again, mountain bikers do not have enough 
trails to ride and to remove this benign trail is unnecessary.
 
Road ID 25810 (Known locally as Woody or Valley Supreme) while over grade serves as a fun alternative to the nearby Conifer Fire 
Road. It has historically been used by the local community as an enjoyable connector between Willis Evans Trail and upper Conifer Fire 
Road. The community desires a replacement trail alternative that utilizes the nearby Bates Canyon area, thereby replacing the fall line 
trail with sustainable trail and thereby reducing the environmental score in the Giacomini Preserve.
 
Eliminating all social trails in this area will result in the local community creating their own access with environmental consequence. 
Open Space is already aware that locals want access to Bates Canyon yet Open Space has fought against that need. Meanwhile there is 
massive impact in Bates Canyon by PG&E’s power line easement. This area involving Bates Canyon and Road ID 25810 could serve as a 
perfect connection between Conifer Meadow and the valley below, something that currently does not exist. We believe MCOSD should 
hold off on this decommission while other options are explored. The community should be given the chance to propose a new trail op-
portunity and that opportunity could be paired with the improvement to road ID 25810. That would be a win win win alternative to the 
current proposal.
 
We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Hunt Camp project.
 
Regards,
Vernon Huffman, President Access4Bikes (membership approximately 3000)
PO Box 33
Woodacre, CA
94973
 


